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Journal Notebook Features: * 120 pages * white-color paper * 6" x 9" perfect size for purse, tote-bag, backpack, school, home or work * Can be used for a notebook, journal, diary, sketch book
or Journal Notebook * Journal Notebooks are the perfect gifts for kids and adults * Matte Cover
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Feelings are a powerful thing. As a teen, Angel Leya experienced the angst of transition and chronicled her thoughts and emotions in poetry. This collection displays those poems, along with
some brand new ones, in a thoughtful series of themes that will take you from the depths of despair and uncertainty to the heights of hope. Each poem has been carefully paired with
photography to enrich the experience. It's a symphony of stimuli that's sure to take you on an emotional journey through the good and bad of the human heart, as told by a young woman
whose faith buoyed her through the darkest of depths. Perfect for fans of Rupi Kaur's Milk and Honey and The Princess Saves Herself in This One by Amanda Lovelace. Also available in print,
for those who like to display their "coffee table" books
The witch: supernaturally powerful, inscrutably independent, and now—indestructible. These moving, relatable poems encourage resilience and embolden women to take control of their own
stories. Enemies try to judge, oppress, and marginalize her, but the witch doesn’t burn in this one.
From Amanda Lovelace, celebrated poet and author of the "women are some kind of magic" series, comes slay those dragons--a powerful self-care journal, a place to begin writing your own
story. Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for Best Poetry, Amanda Lovelace presents slay those dragons, a self-care journal and gift for her readers. slay those dragons is ready for
anyone who needs a place to heal, reflect, and finally take control of their own narrative. Interspersed with empowering poems and gentle reminders, this book is meant to inspire readers
throughout the lined pages, encouraging them to cultivate acts of self-love, self-kindness, and of course, to slay any dragons who try to burn their castle down.

"COME AND SEE HOW I HAVE TAMED THE MONSTER THAT ONCE TRIED TO KILL THE GOOD IN ME."three of today's bestselling poets, nikita gill, amanda lovelace, &
trista mateer come together to weave an empowering tale in their collaborative poetry collection, dragonhearts. through the combination of prose & poetry, the authors use fairy
tales & myths to create something that is both timeless & extremely relevant to present-day issues, such as the #MeToo movement, reclaiming your voice, feminism, & the
shared power of self-love & solidarity.this book is a reminder that romantic love does not need to be the main plot of your story. sometimes friendship is.(inspired by the bonus
chapter in the barnes & noble exclusive hardcover of the 2018 goodreads choice award-winning poetry collection, the witch doesn't burn in this one by amanda lovelace.)
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A princess saves herself and her 12 brothers from the clutches of an evil but stupid giant.
Can Xue is the winner of 2015 Best Translated Book Award, nominated for 2019 Nobel Prize. She is consider to be the representative author in pioneering styles and
internationally acclaimed as China's most creative author. This book tells the strange life story of a group of foreigners at the frontier. They are all different and weird in their own
ways. The meanings of this novel is complex and it represents the style of Can Xue's approach. Readers can feel the author vast and deep spiritual world.
The Princess Saves Herself in This One
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An Empowering Book of Poems and Essays Fans of Milk and Honey by Rupi Kaur, Her by Pierre Alex Jeanty, Whisky Words and a Shovel by r.h. Sin, and the princess saves
herself in this one by Amanda Lovelace will love The Boyfriend Book by Michael E. Reid. No more boyfriends: 300 women sat down with Mike, and after three hours, 299 of them
agreed that they never wanted a boyfriend again. The Boyfriend Book tells you why. Modern love poems and philosophy: When entrusting her heart to somebody, a woman
doesn't want to worry about the bad and the ugly, such as disloyalty and disrespect, indifference and contempt, micro-aggression and outright violence. In a perfect world, every
guy would be a "good guy," and every guy would have her best interest at heart. Unfortunately, the real world is a dangerous place, particularly when women have to let
strangers in. And while some women are decent judges of character, others don't see the train coming until it hits them. Not only does this book serve as a cautionary tale, it also
offers an important perspective on modern love and equips women with strategies to effectively change their love life and, most importantly, their inner lives. Transform your life
with this powerful poetry book: Before you open this book, ask yourself: Where am I now? What are my struggles? What sort of pain do I carry? What parts of myself have I lost?
Then, figure out where you want to be. This book will get you there. The possibilities for rebirth and reinvention are endless - but it's ultimately up to you to make it all happen.
This book will help you find a way to go forward that does not involve sideways. Read it slow. Plant the seed. Let it grow. The Boyfriend Book is a gripping collection of short
stories, thoughts and poems from Just Mike The Poet.
A blank lined journal for feminist poetry and fierce fairytale lovers. Perfect if you love the princess saves herself in this one, the mermaid's voice returns in this one, the witch
doesn't burn in this one by amanda lovelace, no matter the wreckage Sarah Kay, teaching my mother how to give birth, milk and honey rupi kaur, your soul is a river paperback,
excerpts from a book i'll never write, words from a wanderer, yesterday i was the moon book, burn the fairy tales. Size Dimensions: 100 pages / 50 Sheets 6 x 9 inches Interior:
Blank plain ruled paper with no margin lines. Multipurpose uses Use to stay organized or tear sheets out to use as stationery paper. A soft-bound paperback journal with a matte
finish, ideal as a journal, scrapbook, diary, notebook, inventory, accounting, logbook, recipe journal, composition notebook, memory book. High-quality paper that can be used
with gel pens, crayons, markers, pencils, paint brushes, fountain pens, ballpoint pens, ink pens. The cheap and thoughtful gift for any occasion such as birthdays, anniversaries,
Christmas, Easter e.t.c
A traumatic event near the end of the summer has a devastating effect on Melinda's freshman year in high school.
This selection, chosen from the Oxford Authors critical edition, includes Wordsworth's finest verse, and a large sample of The Prelude, his extraordinary autobiographical poem in blank verse
and the first truly great achievement of a new era in English poetry.
Goodreads Choice Award-winning poet and USA TODAY bestselling author Amanda Lovelace presents the mermaid's voice returns in this one -- the third and final installment in her "women
are some kind of magic" series, featuring a foreword from Lang Leav and 13 guest poems from leading voices in poetry such as Nikita Gill, KY Robinson, and Orion Carloto. The mermaid is
known for her siren song, luring bedroom-eyed sailors to their demise. However, beneath these misguided myths are tales of escapism and healing, which Lovelace weaves throughout this
empowering collection of poetry, taking you on a journey from the sea to the stars. They tried to silence her once and for all, but the mermaid's voice returns in this one.
This is an all inclusive 150 page self-care journal, spanning 1 full year! Full year of tracking This amazing self care journal features 12 additional pages that has a full calendar year. Take care
of your Mind and Body This planner makes it easy for you to take the care you need. Track you daily inspiration, water intake, meals, fitness goals, and things you are thankful for! Track you
moods and emotions Learn more about yourself, your triggers, and gain control over your life! Using the Mood Meter! A year in color mood tracker Document your moods and emotions, over
the course of one full year, using the color blocks! These interactive pages keep you focused and on track! Stay positive with daily affirmations including idea prompts! Take a Look at
Everything Inside! Mood Trackers Year in Color Self Care Checklists Inspirational Quotes Self Care Prompts 12-Month Tracker One day at a Time Affirmations Etch & Sketch Pages Positive
Thoughts Layouts Self Care Log Book Self Reflection Pages Grateful Thoughts Me Time Mental Health Monitor Self Care Goals Self Care Techniques And many more! Just scroll back up and
Add To Cart today!
"You cannot have a funeral for your mother without also having a funeral for yourself." This book poses the ever-lingering question: What happens when someone dies before they're able to
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redeem themselves? From the bestselling & award-winning poetess, amanda lovelace, comes the finale of her illustrated duology, "things that h(a)unt." In the first installment, to make
monsters out of girls, lovelace explored the memory of being in a toxic romantic relationship. In to drink coffee with a ghost, lovelace unravels the memory of the complicated relationship she
had with her now-deceased mother.
Wide Ruled Notebook. Size: 6 inches x 9 inches. 55 sheets (110 pages for writing). The Princess Saves Herself. 158410703353. TAGs: princess saves herself, princess, prince, self sufficient,
girl power, woman power, feminism, feminist, we can do it, happily ever after, revolution, empowering women, empower self love
“make them rue the day they underestimated you.” amanda lovelace, the bestselling & award-winning author of the “women are some kind of magic” poetry series, presents shine your icy
crown, the second installment in her new feminist poetry series, “you are your own fairy tale.” this is a story about not letting society dictate the limits of your potential. it’s time to take back
your power & realize that you don’t need a king in order to be a queen.
"What happens when the man of your dreams turns out to be a nightmare with sharp teeth and claws?" Winner of the 2016 Goodreads Choice Award for Best Poetry, amanda lovelace
presents her new illustrated duology, "things that h(a)unt." In this first installment, to make monsters out of girls, lovelace explores the memory of being in an abusive relationship. She poses
the eternal question: Can you heal once you've been marked by a monster, or will the sun always sting?
As a 25-year-old learning, loving, and living in 2020, there's a lot in the mind and heart. Some things can be vocalized, others can't. All the Things My Heart Can't Say, is a glimpse into
thoughts regarding lovers, friends, and the world we live in. If you are a fan of poetry books like Milk and Honey or The Princess Saves Herself in This One, you are going to love this book!
the princess saves herself in this one is a collection of poetry about resilience. It is about writing your own ending. From Amanda Lovelace, a poetry collection in four parts: the princess, the
damsel, the queen, and you. The first three sections piece together the life of the author while the final section serves as a note to the reader. This moving book explores love, loss, grief,
healing, empowerment, and inspiration.
"life is not something that can be experienced on a deadline." amanda lovelace, the bestselling & award-winning author of the "women are some kind of magic" poetry series, presents unlock
your storybook heart, the third & final installment in her feminist poetry series, "you are your own fairy tale." this is a collection about being so caught up in the fable that is perfectionism that
you miss out on your own life. be honest: when was the last time you stopped to take in the everyday enchantment all around you?
Are you looking for a fun gift for someone close to you? This is a perfect blank, lined notebook for men, women, and children. Great for taking down notes, reminders, and crafting to-do lists.
Also a great creativity gift for decoration or for a notebook for school or office! This notebook is an excellent accessory for your desk at home or at the office. It's the perfect travel size to fit in a
laptop bag or backpack. Use it on the go and you will keep all of your notes and reminders in organized in one place. Professionally designed this 6x9 notebook provides the medium for you to
detail your thoughts. Buy your notebook today and begin to fill the pre-lined pages with your heart's desire. Your new notebook includes: Fresh white paper 100 pages 6x9 inch format Paper
color: White We have even more wonderful titles that you'll enjoy! Be sure to click on the author name for other great notebook ideas.
"more forgetting time. more midnight dances with yourself." amanda lovelace, the bestselling & award-winning author of the "women are some kind of magic" poetry series, presents a new
companion series, "you are your own fairy tale" the first installment, break your glass slippers, is about overcoming those who don't see your worth, even if that person is sometimes yourself.
in the epic tale of your life, you are the most important character while everyone is but a forgotten footnote. even the prince.
Goodreads Choice Award-winning poet and USA TODAY bestselling author amanda lovelace presents the women are some kind of magic boxed set -- a beautiful and empowering trilogy
guaranteed to awaken your inner goddess. All three volumes of the women are some kind of magic series in a sleek slipcase. Contains: the princess saves herself in this one the witch doesn't
burn in this one the mermaid's voice returns in this one
2016 Goodreads Choice Award-winning poet Amanda Lovelace returns in the witch doesn't burn in this one -- the bold second book in her "women are some kind of magic" series. The witch:
supernaturally powerful, inscrutably independent, and now--indestructible. These moving, relatable poems encourage resilience and embolden women to take control of their own stories.
Enemies try to judge, oppress, and marginalize her, but the witch doesn't burn in this one.
In a world of tyrant rulers and the misunderstood witches who oppose them, this narrative poetry collection explores ruined friendships, self-exploration, and the ever raging battle between
good and evil. "a new poet explodes into the scene with a dark, fantastical, & all-too-relatable voice. you will consider this your new friendship breakup soundtrack." -- Amanda Lovelace,
Author of the princess saves herself in this one"Riveting, thought-provoking and elegant, Water Runs Red will tug at your heartstrings and mend your soul in one fell swoop." -- Sasha Alsberg,
#1 NYT Bestselling Author of ZENITH: The Androma Saga
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Brag Better: Master the Art of Fearless Self-Promotion]
A blank lined journal for feminist poetry and fierce fairytale lovers. Perfect if you love the princess saves herself in this one, the mermaid's voice returns in this one, the witch doesn't burn in this
one by amanda lovelace, no matter the wreckage Sarah Kay, teaching my mother how to give birth, milk and honey rupi kaur, your soul is a river paperback, excerpts from a book i'll never
write, words from a wanderer, yesterday i was the moon book, burn the fairy tales. Size Dimensions: 106 pages / 53 Sheets 6 x 9 inches Interior: Blank plain ruled paper with no margin lines.
Multipurpose uses Use to stay organized or tear sheets out to use as stationery paper. A soft-bound paperback journal with a matte finish, ideal as a journal, scrapbook, diary, notebook,
inventory, accounting, logbook, recipe journal, composition notebook, memory book. High-quality paper that can be used with gel pens, crayons, markers, pencils, paint brushes, fountain
pens, ballpoint pens, ink pens. The cheap and thoughtful gift for any occasion such as birthdays, anniversaries, Christmas, Easter e.t.c
He was only two feet from the girl named "Aline." She raised her head to speak and saw Carlton looking at her with wide eyes. She looked at him for a while, as if to make sure she didn't know
him, then she turned to her brother, smiled in a tolerant and amused way, like smiling many times at Carlton in the photo.
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in her new standalone poetry collection, flower crowns & fearsome things, bestselling & award-winning poetess amanda lovelace explores the complexity of femininity through alternating
wildflower & wildfire poems. within these pages, you will find that each of us has the ability to be both soft & fierce at the same time. there is no need to choose one or the other.
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